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QUESTION 1

Rebecca, a security analyst, was auditing the network in her organization. During the scan, she found a 

service running on a remote host, which helped her to enumerate information related to user accounts, 

network interfaces, network routing and TCP connections. 

Which among the following services allowed Rebecca to enumerate the information? 

A. NTP 

B. SNMP 

C. SMPT 

D. SMB 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

Which one of the following acts makes reputational risk of poor security a reality because it requires public disclosure of
any security breach that involves personal information if it is unencrypted or if it is reasonably believed that the
information has been acquired by an unauthorized person? 

A. California SB 1386 

B. Sarbanes-Oxley 2002 

C. Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act (GLBA) 

D. USA Patriot Act 2001 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

The framework primarily designed to fulfill a methodical and organized way of addressing five threat classes to network
and that can be used to access, plan, manage, and maintain secure computers and communication networks is: 

A. Nortells Unified Security Framework 

B. The IBM Security Framework 

C. Bell Labs Network Security Framework 

D. Microsoft Internet Security Framework 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 4

Fred, who owns a company called Skyfeit Ltd., wants to test the enterprise network for presence of any vulnerabilities
and loopholes. He employed a third-party penetration testing team and asked them to perform the penetration testing
over his organizational infrastructure. Fred briefed the team about his network infrastructure and provided them with a
set of IP addresses on which they can perform tests. He gave them strict instruction not to perform DDoS attacks or
access the domain servers in the company. He also instructed them that they can carry out the penetration tests even
when the regular employees are on duty since they lack the clue about the happenings. However, he asked the team to
take care that no interruption in business continuity should be caused. He also informed the penetration testing team
that they get only 1 month to carry out the test and submit the report. What kind of penetration test did Fred ask the third-
party penetration testing team to perform? 

A. Announced testing 

B. Blind testing 

C. Grey-Box testing 

D. Unannounced testing 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

One needs to run "Scan Server Configuration" tool to allow a remote connection to Nessus from the remote Nessus
clients. This tool allows the port and bound interface of the Nessus daemon to be configured. By default, the Nessus
daemon listens to connections on which one of the following? 

A. Localhost (127.0.0.1) and port 1241 

B. Localhost (127.0.0.1) and port 1240 

C. Localhost (127.0.0.1) and port 1246 

D. Localhost (127.0.0.0) and port 1243 

Correct Answer: A 
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